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.

Be it known that I, JAMEs W. SEXTON, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Leav
enworth, in the county of Leavenworth and
State of Kansas, have invented certain new

the elasticity of the strip allowing it to bend
in a loop form between the chin and the ster
num bone as illustrated. The length of this
loop will depend somewhat on the age of the

person to whom it is applied, the length of

and useful Improvements in Chin-Supports the loop being different in the case of an in
for the Dead; and I do declare the follow
ing to be a full, clear, and exact description
of the invention, such as will enable others
skilled in the art to which it appertains to
make and use the same, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, and to thelet
ters of reference marked thereon, which form
a part of this speci?cation.
My invention relates to a device for sup
porting the lower jaw and chin of a recently

fant than in the case of an adult.

It will

thus be observed that the device is adjust
able to suit the conditions required to be met
in its use. When the strip is thus bent it is
caused to exert a continuous elastic pressure

against the chin so that the lower jaw and 65
chin will be held to their natural position by

the elastic pressure and the mouth likewise
kept closed with a natural expression and
without dis?gurement of any part of the head
deceased person until the parts become rigid or face and without distorting any of the fea
and will keep their natural position without tures.
The device besides possessing the several
the aid of arti?cial means.
It has for its object to simplify and cheapen advantages set forth has the further advan
20
the construction of such a device, and to pro tage of occupying but a very small space in
vide a device of the character named which the case for the undertaker’s implements. 75
can be used for infants or persons of all ages Furthermore, it causes the pressure to be ap—
and which can be readily applied and re plied for the best results and is self adjust
ing after being once applied and‘not liable to
25 moved.

To the accomplishment of the foregoing and become displaced.

I have illustrated and described what I con
sider to be the best form of the device and
the combination of parts hereinafter particu the best material of which to make the same
larly described and then claimed, reference but I do not con?ne myself to such details of

such other objects as may hereinafter appear,
the invention consists in the construction and

being had to the accompanying drawings form or material as both may be very greatly
varied without departing from the essentials 85
forming a part hereof.

Figure 1 is a perspective of the chin ad
juster; Fig. 2 a plan view of the same; Fig. 3
35 a side view of the corpse showing the chin ad
juster applied; and Fig.4 a side view on _an
enlarged scale of a part of a corpse showlng
the engagement of the lower end of the ad
juster with the sternum bone and the other
end with the chin.

_

of the device.
Having described my invention and set
forth its merits, what I claim is
1. A chin rest for the dead, composed of a
strip of elastic material having one end adapt 9O
ed to bear against the sternum bone and the
other end formed to ?t under the chin to ex
ert an elastic pressure from the sternum bone

The device consists of an elastic strip A, to the chin, substantially as and for the pur

preferably of light spring'steel, provided at poses described.
one end with a cup or concave plate B pref

erably formed with the two side extensions 0
45 and the intermediate extension D adapted to
?t under the'chin as illustrated. The lower

portion of the strip is preferably, although
not necessarily, made with a slight upward

2. A chin rest for the dead, composed of an
elastic strip having a cup formed at one end
to ?t under the chin and the other end curved
at an angle to the length of the strip, sub
stantially as and for the purposes described.

In testimony whereof I af?x my signature in

curvature toward that end, the better to se presence of two witnesses.
JAMES W. SEXTON.
50 cure the device in position when in use. It

is applied by placing the cup under the chin
and the lower end of the strip against the
sternum bone where the two clavicles meet,

Witnesses:
C. E. SEXTON,
O. CHACEY.
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